Law Prohibiting Reds from Public Schools in New York Upheld

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court, splitting 6 to 2, has upheld a New York state law designed to bar Communist and other subversive persons from working in the public school system. The justices didn't rule on the constitutionality of the statute itself, but upheld use of the court-approved plan.

Rhee Feels Truce Talks Ineffective

Washington, D.C. (AP) - President Rhee of Korea has informed the United Nations that new truce talks would be useless. Rhee has asked for the United Nations' help in negotiating a peace in Korea.

Officials Find No Reds in Statehouse

Leonard, Wash. (AP) - Governor William Ruckelshaus was told yesterday that no Subversive persons were present in the statehouse.

Sen. Connally Suggests Cut In French Aid

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senator Henry F. Connally has suggested that the United States cut aid to France. Connally has called for a reduction in aid because of France's involvement in the Vietnam War.

Hopes to Stem Red Tide Look Dim in Asia

Indonesia (AP) - Hoping to stem the advance of Communist influence, the Indonesian government has announced plans to ban Communist activities.

Wolverine Cards

Los Angeles (AP) - No matter what happens tonight at the University of Michigan-Dartmouth game, there will be plenty of Wolverine cards on hand at the stadium.

Mason Men Take to the Air on WMS

Mason, Mich. (AP) - Mason high school students are taking to the airwaves on WMS, the school's new radio station.

Final Exams To Last for Seven Days

Fall Term Schedule Call Endurable

A second final exam schedule will go into effect this week as the last day schedule introduced full last day exams.

Faculty to Vote on Changes For Basic College Courses

New Program to Start Fall Term if Approved

By JIM SMALLEY

Some 350 members of the faculty will decide whether incoming freshmen will start school next fall under a new, centralized Basic College system this afternoon.

Plane Crash Kills 37

In-Three

Seagulls Reported Cause of Week

N. Antelope, Cal. (AP) - A four-engine transport plane crashed yesterday in New Mexico, killing 37 people.

Senior Card Sale Starts At Bookstore

St. Louis (AP) - The annual senior card sale will begin today at the bookstore.

News in Brief

Stassen expects MacArthur Votes

Bubonic Plague Threatens POWs

Lattimore Investigations Continue

House Cuts Truman's Budget
Basic Question

The result of the faculty vote on the proposed Basic College curriculum is shown below in the consideration of several issues raised by the suggested changes. As we have seen, the basic question to be decided by the vote is whether or not consolidation of Basic will facilitate a better educational system.

In response to the proposal, some instructors have expressed reservations. As the surface of material which should be cut, the students might see, "The recommendation was made, and it was defeated." Why?

The change is coming now to the Basic College. Although one or two statements as to what has been proposed before, study of course content and possible revision has been in progress since the origin of a general education program here eight years ago.

Although one or two theories have been brought out in connection with the planning of any major change, the point is reached that an action is necessary, lest, since it comes at a time when upper schools are being reorganized, the plan may be abandoned.

The fact that proposed courses would not seem to have been examined outside is a fact that some students are watching it in the interest of their courses. With actual reorganization of courses and the present of education staff, it is difficult to imagine that some basic discipline would be given much of a chance. Although instructors might be given a general interpretation in the new Basic College, there is no reason why they should not take advantage of more detailed material also at their disposal. Because some general outline is needed, should it be the change that the change is not only vital and necessary, but timely, since it comes at a time when upper schools are also being reorganized.

The faculty is now interested in educational standards of the college, there is no better place to begin than with instruction.

The change that broadened courses would not seem to have been examined outside is a fact that some students are watching it in the interest of their courses. With actual reorganization of courses and the present of education staff, it is difficult to imagine that some basic discipline would be given much of a chance. Although instructors might be given a general interpretation in the new Basic College, there is no reason why they should not take advantage of more detailed material also at their disposal. Because some general outline is needed, should it be the change that the change is not only vital and necessary, but timely, since it comes at a time when upper schools are also being reorganized.

The faculty is now interested in educational standards of the college, there is no better place to begin than with instruction.

Letter to the Editor

Dorm Inefficiency Claimed

To the Editor:

According to published statements, the dormitory system is in good condition, and its student personnel is on the alert to prevent any possible inefficiency. It is thus all the more interesting to note that the efficiency of dormitory personnel is not always up to the mark. The staff is often overburdened and the staff is often not up to the mark. The staff is often not up to the mark. The staff is often not up to the mark. The staff is often not up to the mark. The staff is often not up to the mark.
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Injury Jinx Hits Boxing Team Again

Mickey Evans Sidelines Weekend Mishaps

By LES MORMON

For the second time in two weeks, the injury jinx has hit the Michigan boxing team. Fresh starters Tom Hickey and loans were injured over the weekend and Coach Martin has announced that they will be unable to face Fort Comer College.

Big 10 Swim Meet Sure to Set Records

By GEORGE BERRY

At the beginning of the meet, Coach Charles McCaffrey predicted that this would be the greatest team in Big Ten history.
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UN Plays a Waiting Game as Communist Shoots Mar Talks

Atmosphere Grows Heated:

Reds Accuse UN of Lying

MUNSAN, Korea (AP)—Communist name-calling and shots marred Korean truce negotiations, sources in what the United Nations regarded as a waiting game designed to exasperate the Allies.

In an atmosphere of distrust and bitterness, staff officers of both sides attempted to meet again in Photographers Club behind the lines on Friday, Feb. 28. A simultaneous Cabinet meeting was scheduled to terminate the discussions.

The talks were expected to open at 11 a.m. today. But Japanese and Chinese delegations were not yet present when the United Nations press liaison officer, Mr. V. Sasakure, told the Associated Press that the Chinese side had returned to Manchuria for the weekend.

The Chinese, he said, would resume their role as mediators in the truce negotiations, which are now in a deadlock.

The North Korean side, he added, had left for its mountain headquarters in the north to confer with its military leadership.

The United Nations talks were resumed yesterday morning at 10 a.m. at the Photographers Club in Shenyang, Manchuria, with the Chinese side having arrived the previous day.

Yesterday's meeting lasted over seven hours and ended with a high note of frustration and impatience. Both sides refused to make any concessions on the key issues of demilitarization, armistice, and political settlement.

Sabre Jets Demolish Two MIGs

Information Handed
On Allied Losses

SEUL (AP)—North Korean sabre jets demolished two Communist MIGs, damaging five more yesterday, but losses were also suffered by North Korean pilots in the clashes.

The North Korean sabre jets attacked two MIGs during a raid yesterday and damaged five others during the clashes.

Nine other North Korean pilots were killed in the mix-up, the South Korean press said.

In one of the clashes, two North Korean sabre jets knocked out a MIG with a direct hit.

Another North Korean sabre jet was hit by enemy fire and forced to take to the entrenchments.

Red Cross to Hold Auditions for Sixth Perry Jones Trip

Auditions for a place in the Perry Jones Trip, a major international musical and dramatic production, will be held in the auditorium of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, on March 2-4.

The auditions are scheduled to begin at 8 a.m. and continue until 8 p.m. each day.

The Perry Jones Trip is an annual international musical and dramatic production that celebrates the achievements of the Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra and the University of Michigan School of Music.

Group Names Webster Head

On Saturday, M. Webster, a well-known Michigan State University professor, was named head of the university's Law School.

Webster has been a professor at the law school for the past 12 years and has served as the school's dean for the past five years.

He will succeed Dr. Robert L. Crompton, who is retiring after serving as dean for 10 years.

SAE Session Plans Movie

A motion picture, "The Sniper," a work of the University of Michigan's Department of Industrial Engineering, will be shown at the SAE Session in Detroit next month.

The movie, which was produced by the University of Michigan's Department of Industrial Engineering, is a sequel to "The Sniper," which was shown at the SAE Session last year.

KAM to Initiate

The KAM, a group of Michigan State University students, will initiate a new chapter at the University of Michigan next month.

The KAM, which was founded at Michigan State University in 1950, is an organization of college students who are interested in the study of economics.

The new chapter at the University of Michigan will be initiated by a group of students from the University's economics department.

To Collect Taxes for Deficit

PARK IIIA.—(AP) Junior Propaganda Officer of the State University for the State Department of Education, S. J. Jones, said that the state department is planning to collect taxes for the State University deficit.

The state department is planning to collect taxes for the State University deficit.

YOU ARE CORDILY
INVITED TO ATTEND
A STYLE SHOW OF
CAMPUS FASHIONS FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Presented
by the UNION BOARD
and
RETAILING CLUB
WEDNESDAY MARCH 313
UNION BALLROOM—7:30 P.M.
*Clothes by JACOBSON'S and HIND'S
East Lansing

COTTON PULSES CREPE
PAK-AJAMAS
pjamas that pack into
their own hip pocket

3.95
Our travel-wine twin pocket fold completely into their own hip pocket, become a handy sports-wear pack. And they require no iron and comfortable, they are ideal for warm weather.Rare, made of soft white, Store 22 to 25.